Medical Strollers for Kids Who Walk
by Brandi Gioia

One of the biggest issues facing parents of children with special needs is getting insurance companies to cover necessary equipment that makes our children’s lives a little bit easier. I have two children with special needs, and while my insurance company has been very accommodating in covering most of their needs, the most difficult item to get covered was a special needs stroller. The reason it was so difficult to get covered is that my boys can walk…most of the time, as long as we are not walking far.

I have three boys, and my two youngest have a diagnosis of mitochondrial myopathy. This causes them to lack endurance required for longer outings, so we decided when my middle son was about three to look into getting a stroller through insurance.

Denied at First

I asked our physical therapist how we would go about getting a special needs stroller, and she gave me the name and phone number of the medical equipment company she works with. At our next appointment, the representative from the medical company came out and measured my son. She advised me that it was extremely difficult to get a stroller covered for children who can walk. The representative told me that I would be hearing from her after she contacted our insurance company.

After about three weeks, I received a call from the medical equipment company saying that the stroller had been denied, because our son could walk. Even though he could not walk very far, that didn’t matter to them. He could independently walk, and that was what mattered. Not knowing about any type of appeal process, we searched online and were able to find a used special needs stroller for a decent price, and we used it for about two years, until our son began to outgrow it.

By the time he was outgrowing it, we were already aware that our younger son also had some special needs, and was unable to walk yet. He was not quite two, so we began using this stroller for him. But now we were left without a stroller for my middle son again. Because he was a little older, his endurance was even more decreased. We decided to try again to get the insurance company to cover a newer stroller that met his needs.
Success!

We met again with the representative from the medical company, and she advised us that we needed to get a letter from my son’s physician, who could verify that the stroller was “medically necessary.” She also advised us to make sure that the physician did not use the word “stroller” in the letter because insurance companies do not like that terminology and will typically deny anything called a “stroller.” The representative told us to call her when we had the letter, and that she would see what she could do for us.

I thanked her, and then contacted a specialist my children see called a physiatrist. A physiatrist is a rehabilitation specialist, kind of like the medical doctor form of a physical therapist. Knowing my son’s condition, she willingly agreed to write the letter. Within three weeks of getting the letter to the medical equipment representative, we received a letter from our insurance company that stated that the “stroller” was preapproved! We were so excited, and my son was even more excited when he realized that he would have a new stroller to ride in so that he wouldn’t have to walk so far anymore. We decided on the type of stroller we wanted to purchase, and within about two months the stroller arrived at our home. The entire cost of the stroller was covered. We didn’t even have a co-pay.

Keys to Approval

The process was so much easier this time, because we had documentation stating that the stroller was necessary due to our son’s endurance issues. If I could give any advice to somebody going through the approval process for a special needs stroller, it would be to get as much medical documentation as you can stating why your child needs the item. Most of the time, insurance companies will not deny coverage as long as they have documentation stating the medical necessity of the item.

Here are some helpful hints to prove medical necessity:

- The stroller should be described as a wheelchair or medical mobility device in all correspondence with the insurance company. The term “stroller” should never be used.
- Get one or more letters of medical necessity from your child’s main physician and/or specialists.
- Include in the letter documentation that your child is unable to walk more than a specific number of feet without assistance. While definitions vary, this number should be around 150 feet or less.
- Have your doctor state that your child is not a “community ambulator.” This term is used for people who can walk but need assistance walking when out and about in the community. This assistance may be due to fatigue, safety, or strength.
- Include as much medical documentation as possible, especially information about your child’s diagnosis and how it impacts mobility.
• Explain how not having the stroller could potentially lead to costly medical issues from falls, metabolic fatigue/crisis, strain on the heart/lungs, etc.
• Include mobility evaluations (typically done by a PT or physiatrist) and/or safety evaluations.
• If you receive a denial, be sure to appeal.

We have recently had to go through this process again, as my youngest also outgrew the used stroller, but this time we were one step ahead, because we knew what was needed in advance. Before I even called the medical equipment representative, I made sure to get a letter from the physiatrist, as well as another from my son’s physical therapist. When the representative picked up the letters, I asked her what our chances were of getting a second stroller covered, and she said she was unsure because the insurance companies were becoming more stringent in what was covered. Fortunately, within one week, we received approval for the new stroller. This time it was ordered and delivered to our home within about three weeks.

Insurance companies can be difficult to deal with, and often will deny things that make us as parents question why. Most of the time, however, they are willing to work towards getting us what we need as long as they can verify that it is medically necessary.
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